
JUTE BAG MANUFACTURING BUSINESS PLAN

There is no level of toxicity in jute, neither any hazardous chemical. Jute is also inexpensive so the investments in jute
bags making business.

Whether small-scale or large-scale, proper investments have to be made to prevent incurring any major loss.
Printing will be done after cutting process. Demand forecasting: In the demand for jute bag was  If you can
handle the aggressive competition among jute manufacturers to grab a strong foothold on the market, this is
the right way to go. You can approach the local shops that sell these kinds of products about whether they are
looking for any supplier. The first and foremost is training. Marketing Expenses The company will have wide
promotional activities because at first it is necessary to make consumers aware about the value about the
product and its availability. Till the demand for jute bag will be around  The recent surge in the eco-friendly
products has also driven the public focus towards jute made items. It is also recommended to make a move
towards selling your products online by contacting the managing executives of popular ecommerce brands.
The cost of five labours will be Rs annually. If you are confused about where to get started then you can seek
training and marketing aid of the Government of India. Raw Materials Required: The raw material in this
business is the critical factor. There will be 2 staffs one for supervision and other for distribution. Business
Plan for Jute Bag 3 3. This business targets the upper class segment because they are the major shoppers and
are willing to pay premium price for the natural and environment friendly product. Water : Water is not
required for process. In order to get your users converted faster, you can offer coupon codes, discounts,
referral bonus as they are very popular these days and a proven method of attracting new customers. There are
two manufacturers of jute bags in the market till date. The total depre4ciation in a year will be Rs. Distribution
Distribution is the major concern of our business. Till now all the jute bags are prices similar and have similar
quality. Gunny sacks can also be made from jute and the flexibility of the fibre enables the material to carry
large amount of weight. They are not only non-biodegradable but hazardous and toxic as well. Other raw
materials required like threads and colors are procured from the local market. There is no level of toxicity in
jute, neither any hazardous chemical. Promoting the product is a must for selling the product because as per
the mini research, most of the consumers are unaware of the product. They said that the jute bags which are in
the market are heavier, expensive, not well designed and limited distribution. Though you will have to pay a
fixed monthly rent, your products would get sold much faster and you can earn good revenues within 2 to 3
months. Jute being bio-degradable it does not pollute the air. Investment Ideas When you have the training, the
next thing is investment. It is the stepping stone of any business. However, if users face any kind of problems,
the service will be provided by the owner herself. An electricity and water cost per month will be Rs. The
whole production process is shown in the diagram below:- Drying of jute Cutting and Colouring Designing
sewing the the bags and bags Embroidry 2. In case you do, you can enrol into many government aided and
approved institutes that offer training opportunities. Disposal of jute will be no problem as they rot easily and
turn to soil. All these imply that if you can get your business strategies right, you will never fall short of
customers. Jute Bags Business Planning When you start a business, there are various things that you need to
consider. Since bags are mostly used by the female population, giving a cool and funky name to your business
will automatically attract customers. You may also speak to the authorities of the posh shopping centres to
find out if they allow you to establish an open stall. Their will be two colours which will be normal jute color
and other one will be in black. Trading of jute is presently centred in and around our country, Bangladesh
being the largest jute exporter whereas India is the largest producer and consumer of the world.


